What is Medicine & the Muse?

Medicine & the Muse is the home for the arts and humanities at the medical school, with programs that integrate the arts and humanities into medical education, scholarly endeavors, and the practice of medicine. We are dedicated to enhancing the intellectual, educational, and health practice environments for students, faculty, healthcare professionals and the Stanford community by exploring the intersections between medicine, the arts, humanities and the social context of medical care.

Medicine & the Muse at Stanford
What others say

“I am delighted to be here. I look forward to this event every year.”  Charles Prober, MD, senior associate dean, at the annual Medicine & the Muse symposium, featuring medical student scholarly projects, performances, art, and film

“I can’t believe I get to sit and write with physicians. That is pretty amazing.”
Medical student, member of Pegasus

Offerings

• Biomedical Ethics & Medical Humanities scholarly concentration
• Research seed grants
• Pegasus Physician Writers for medical students and physicians
• Stanford Medicine Music Network
• Writing workshops & Readings
• Literature & Medicine Series
• Music & Poetry annual event
• Stanford interdisciplinary courses include art observation, social medicine, history, and war literature
• Medicine & the Muse Symposium

To learn more, scan below, visit us online http://med.stanford.edu/medicineandthemuse.html facebook medmuse twitter @audreyshafer or email jmgeno@stanford.edu

Time to Reflect

Our programs and classes provide a much needed time to reflect on the joys and challenges of a life in medicine, and to discover meaning in the human dimensions of health, illness and healthcare.